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Abstract

This supplementary file contains additional results and
more detail on the datasets and ablation experiments for
our submission.

1. Datasets
As discussed in the main paper, we use a composite of

images from the Cityscapes [1] and Indian Driving Dataset
[9] for the source domain. We use a composite target
dataset with three domains - Fog (Foggy-Cityscapes [2, 7]),
Rain (Rainy-Cityscapes [4]) and Night-time (BDD100K
Night Images [10]). For evaluation, we use the follow-
ing: Fog (Foggy Zürich [3, 6], Foggy Driving [2], Foggy-
Cityscapes [7]), Rain (ACDC-Rain [8], Rainy-Cityscapes
[4]) and Night-time (Dark Zürich [3]).

Cityscapes includes 5,000 images with high quality an-
notations and 20,000 images with coarse annotations. It
includes daytime scenes in mild weather conditions across
several months (spring, summer, fall). The frames are man-
ually selected with large number of dynamic objects and
varying scene layout. It serves as a benchmark for Seman-
tic Segmentation and Panoptic Segmentation.

Indian Driving Dataset (IDD) - High Resolution. A
collection of 16,000 high-resolution road daytime scenes
from Bangalore and Hyderabad cities in India. The im-
ages capture a wide variety of scenes, locations and varying
inundations and annotations absent in most other driving
datasets. Semantic segmentation annotations are available
for a subset of the 16k high resolution images.

Foggy Zürich Test. A collection of 40 real-world foggy
road scenes in the city of Zürich provided with semantic
segmentation annotations for the 19 classes in Cityscapes.

Foggy-Cityscapes. The dataset includes 3475
Cityscapes images modified with 3 different fog in-
tensity values (10,425 total images). Depth Completion
with the L-R stereo pair to compute a Transmittance

map and apply homogeneous synthetic fog based on
the approximated atmospheric light (radiance). Foggy
Cityscapes-refined has 550 high quality fog images.

ACDC-Rain. The Adverse Conditions Dataset with
Correspondences (ACDC) dataset includes 400 train im-
ages, 100 validation images and 500 test images captured
in rainy conditions in and around the canton of Zürich.
Each adverse-condition image comes with a high-quality
fine pixel-level semantic annotation, a corresponding im-
age of the same scene taken under normal conditions, and a
binary mask that distinguishes between intra-image regions
of clear and uncertain semantic content. Since the images
are captured with wet roads and light rain, the rain streaks
are not as prominent as the Rainy-Cityscapes dataset used
to train the proposed method.

Rainy-Cityscapes. The dataset consists of 295
Cityscapes images modified with 36 different rain streak
variants. The synthetic rain and fog is applied using depth
completion with the L-R stereo pair to compute the depth
and distance of objects from the camera to include a more
realistic degradation.

BDD100K. The dataset consists of semantic segmenta-
tion and object detection labels for 100,000 video clips in
California. The dataset contains both daytime and night-
time images in the 36728/5258 split with nearly 40% of im-
ages captured at night-time with low illumination and glare
from oncoming traffic. We use 3145 night images from the
BDD100K dataset for our night-domain.

Dark Zürich Validation. A collection of 50 real-world
night-time road scenes in the city of Zürich with semantic
segmentation annotations for the 19 classes in Cityscapes.

2. Additional Results
We show more qualitative results for the Indian Driving

Dataset in Fig.(1) for single-domain translation to demon-
strate the adverse translations. In Fig.(2), we present ad-
ditional results for IDD in a multi-domain image transla-
tion setting. In Fig.(3), we show the respective style con-



ditioning using the set of style images. Further, in Fig.(4),
we show the qualitative results for the BDD100K dataset
similar to the experiments in TSIT [5]. As the BDD100K
images have minor weather degradations the same mild-
weather reflect in the translations. For the experiment with
BDD100K we use 2,500 images from each weather domain
and only use BDD100K sunny images in the source input.
In Fig.(5), we show additional results for the ablations to
observe the degraded results without key components of the
proposed method.
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Figure 1. Single-domain translation qualitative results for the Indian Driving Dataset.
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Figure 2. multi-domain translation qualitative results for the Indian Driving Dataset.
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Figure 3. Qualitative results for the Indian Driving Dataset with the respective style conditioning images for the same content image.

Figure 4. Qualitative results for the BDD100k dataset with target domain images from BDD100k only.
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Figure 5. Qualitative result for ablation experiments.


